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Abstract
DNA cytosine methylationis an important epigenetic process
that is correlated with transgene silencing, transposon
suppression, and gene imprinting. In plants, small interfering
RNAs (siRNAs) can trigger DNA methylation at loci containing
their homolog sequences through a process called RNA-
directed DNA methylation (RdDM). In canonical RdDM, 24
nucleotide (nt) siRNAs (ra-siRNAs) will be loaded into their
effector protein called ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4) and
subsequently targeted to RdDM loci through base-pairing
with the non-coding transcripts produced by DNA-directed
RNA Polymerase V. Then, the AGO4-ra-siRNA will recruit the
DNA methyltransferase to catalyze de novo DNA methylation.
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Recent studies also identified non-canonical RdDM pathways
that involve microRNAs or 21 nt siRNAs. These RdDM
pathways are biologically important since they control
responses biotic and abiotic stresses, maintain genome
stability and regulate development. Here, we summarize
recent pro-gresses of mechanisms governing canonical and
non-canonical RdDM pathways.
INTRODUCTION
DNA methylation is an important modification of chromatin. It can
cause inheritable alterations of genetic information and often correlates
with the repression of gene expression [1-3]. In mammals, the majority
of DNA methylation occurs at the symmetric CG context and ~ 70-80%
of CG of the whole genome are methylated [3]. In plants, over 50% of
the genome, including centromeric region and repetitive sequences, is
methylated [1-3]. Cytosine methylation in plants occurs in three
sequence contexts: CG, CHG, and CHH, where H represents any
nucleotide other than guanine [1-3]. In mammals, DNA methylation is
established by DNA methyltransferase 3 (DNMT3), the de novo DNA
methyltransferase, which involves the interaction between DNMT3-
LIKE protein and the unmethylated Histone 4 tail [3]. The DNA
methylation of mammals is maintained by DNMT1, the DNA
methyltransferase acting on hemi-methylated DNAs after replication [3].
In plants, DNA methylation can be established through a process called
RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM)， by which small interference
RNAs (siRNAs) recruit the DNA methyl transferase DOMAINS
REARRANGED METHYLTRANSFERASE 2 (DRM2) to target loci
containing their homolog sequences and catalyze de novo cytosine
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methylation at all sequence contents [4-6]. As a conserved de novo DNA
methylation mechanism, RdDM is involved in diverse epigenetic
processes such as transposon suppression and gene imprinting [7-11].
During DNA replication, the symmetric CHG and CG methylationcan be
maintained by the DNA methyltranferase MET1 and CMT3,
respectively, which recognize hemi-methylated DNA strand through
mechanisms other than RdDM and addmethyl groups to the de novo
synthesized DNA strand [12-15]. In contrast, the maintenance of
asymmetric CHH methylation still needs RdDM to re-establish since
both daughter strands do not contain cytosine methylation [15]. Recent
studies from the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana have greatly increased
our understanding of the RdDM process. Many components critical for
RdDM have been identified by genetic and proteomic approaches.
Studies on these genes have established the framework of RdDM. We
here review recent progresses related to RdDM.
24 nt siRNA-TRIGGERED DNA METHYLATION
The process of RdDM starts with the biogenesis of ~ 24 nucleotide (nt)
siRNAs(ra-siRNAs) from RdDM target loci. In this process, the plant
specific DNA-directed RNA Polymerase IV (Pol IV) is thought to
produce single-stranded RNAs (ssRNAs) from RdDM target loci, which
will be converted to double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) by the RNA-
dependent RNA Polymerase 2 (RDR2) (Fig. 1) [16-19]. The resulting
dsRNAs will be processed into ra-siRNAs by the RNAse III enzyme
DICER-LIKE 3 (DCL3) [19]. Following production, ra-siRNAs are
methylated by HEN1, which protects them from 3’ untemplated uridine
addition (Uridylation) and degradation [20, 21], and, then are loaded into
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their effector protein named ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4) in cytoplasm [22].
After imported into nucleus, the AGO4–ra-siRNA complex recruits
DRM2 to catalyze de novo DNA methylation through targeting the
nascent scaffold transcripts generated by the plant specific DNA-
directed RNA Polymerase V (Pol V) (Fig. 1) [23, 24]. Besides these
major players, RdDM also requires the assistance from many accessory
proteins (Fig. 1).
DICER-LIKE Proteins Involved in RdDM
Dicer proteins are members of ribonuclease III (RNaseIII) family that
process dsRNAs to release ~21-24 bp RNA duplexes with a 5’ phosphate
and a 2nt 3’ overhang at each strand [25]. Dicer proteins contain several
domains: DEAD box, helicase-C, DUF283, PAZ, two RNase III domains,
and dsRBD [25]. Among these protein domains, two RNaseIII domains
forman intermolecular dimer, each of which hydrolyzes one strand of
dsRNAs [26]. The PAZ domain is critical for substrate recognition since
it is connected with RNaseIII domain by a long α helix and binds the 3’
terminal nucleotide of a dsRNA with a 2nt 3’ overhang, and therefore,
[26]. It is proposed that the distance between PAZ and the catalytic site
of RNase III domain determines the length of cleavage products of Dicer
[26].
Plants encode several DICER-LIKE proteins (DCL) to meet the
requirement of multiple small RNA pathways [25]. Four Dicer-like
genes exist in Arabidopsis, DCL1-DCL4 [25]. Among of them, DCL3 is
the major enzyme responsible for the production of 24 nt ra-siRNAs
from long double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) [19]. DCL3 requires protein
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factors for its optimal activity. The RNA binding protein TOUGH (TGH)
interacts with DCL3 and is required for efficient dsRNA processing,
suggesting that TGH may act as a partner to facilitate DCL3 function
[27]. In addition, two RNA-binding proteins MOS4 and DAWDLE
(DDL) and the DNA-binding protein CDC5 are also required for ra-
siRNA accumulation [28-30]. DDL and CDC5 interact with DCL1, a
homolog of DCL3 [28]. By analog, they may also interact with DCL3 to
promote its activity [28]. Although DCL3 is essential for the production
of 24 nt ra-siRNAs, lack of DCL3 only moderately affects DNA
methylation, suggesting other DCLs may have overlapping functions
with DCL3 in RdDM [31]. In fact, at some loci, DNA methylation can be
completely eliminated in the dcl2 dcl3 dcl4 triple mutant [31]. In
addition, DCL3 can also generate 24 nt siRNAs from transcripts of
Geminiviruses that have single-stranded DNA genomes. The resulting 24
nt viral-derived siRNAs are loaded into AGO4 and direct viral DNA
methylation, which helps the host to defense the virus. However, this
process does not involve RDR2 [32].
The Plant Specific Pol IV and Pol Vare Essential for
RdDM in Arabidopsis
Plants contain two specific DNA-dependent RNA Polymerases, named
as DNA-dependent RNA Polymerases IV (Pol IV) and Pol V (Pol V)
[33]. Pol IV and Pol V are conserved among different plant species, such
as Arabidopsis, rice, and maize. Pol IV and Pol V are large protein
complexes, with molecular mass close to 1 Mega dalton [33]. They are
Pol II-derived Polymerase, as they contain many identical and
paralogous subunits of Pol II [33-35]. Pol IV and Pol V share eight
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identical subunits, including the second largest subunit NRPD2/NRPE2
[33-35]. They also have four paralogous subunits, including the largest
subunits NRPD1of Pol IV and NRPE1 of Pol V [33-35]. Although
paralogous subunits have some highly conserved features, they have
considerable differences. For instance, the N-terminal regions of
NRPD1, NRPE1, and NRPB1 (largest subunit of Pol II) are highly
conserved and all the three Polymerases contain evolutionary conserved
regions A to H [18]. However, their C-termini show variations, which
are proposed to cause differences in Polymerase activities of Pol II,
IVand V [18]. Different from the C-terminal domain (CTD) of NRPB1,
the C-terminal of NRPD1 shares similarity with the C-terminal half of a
nuclear-encoded protein named DEFECTIVE CHLOROPLAST AND
LEAVES (DCL), which regulates rRNA processing in chloroplasts [18].
Compared with NRPB1 and NRPD1, NRPE1 shows additional features in
its C-terminal, including a long CTD that extends beyond the DCL-like
motif and multiple potential phosphorylation sites in a highly
hydrophilic domain composed by ten complete repeats of a 16-amino-
acid consensus sequence [18]. Protein sequence differences among
paralogous subunits of Pol II, IV and V often occur in the key positions
relative to the template channel and RNA exit paths, which may cause
the functional divergence among Pol II, IV and V [33-35].
Loss-of-function mutations in NRPD1 and NRPE1 abolish DNA
methylation at RdDM target loci, establishing the essential role of Pol
IV and Pol V in RdDM [16-18, 36]. However, nrpd1 and nrpe1 have
different impacts on RdDM. The majority of siRNAs (>94%) are
dependent on NRPD1 for accumulation, demonstrating that Pol IV acts
in siRNA production [7, 8]. In contrast, many of the Pol IV-dependent
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siRNAs do not require Pol V for their accumulation although Pol V is
required for the methylation of these siRNA-generating loci [7]. This
result suggests that Pol V have roles other than siRNA production in
RdDM [7]. The study on low-abundance intergenic noncoding (IGN)
transcripts that are produced from flanking regions of RdDM loci in
Arabidopsis revealed the role of NRPE1 in DNA methylation [37].
NRPE1 associates with the IGN region and is required for the
accumulation of IGN transcripts, suggesting Pol V may be responsible
for the transcription of IGN RNAs [37]. The Pol V-dependent transcripts
from IGN regions are independent ofPol IV, DCL3 or RDR2 [37]. In
nrpe1, the association of AGO4 with target DNA loci is disrupted,
suggesting these Pol V-dependent transcripts may act as scaffolds to
recruit the downstream silencing machinery, such as AGO4 [24].
Besides NRPD1 and NRPE1, NRPD2/ NRPE2, the second largest subunit
of Pol IV and Pol V and several smaller subunits of Pol IV and Pol V,
are also studied by mutation analysis. Without NRPD2/NRPE2, both ra-
siRNAs and DNA methylation are almost undetectable, revealing that
NRPD2/NRPE2 is essential for the function of both Pol IV and Pol V
[16-18, 36]. The other well-studied subunit required for RdDM is
NRPD4/NRPE4, which is also a common subunit for Pol IV and Pol V.
NRPD4/NRPE4 shares sequence similarity with NRPB4, a subunit of Pol
II, but has different functions. NRPD4/NRPE4 is physically associated
with NRPD1 and NRPE1 [38]. Loss-of-function mutations in
NRPD4/NRPE4 mutants reduce DNA methylation levels and siRNA
accumulation, illustrating that NRPD4/NRPE4 is involved in RdDM
[38]. In addition, NRPE5 and NRPE 9bwere found to function
exclusively in PolV [39]. However, mutation analysis did not reveal the
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function of other subunits of Pol IV and Pol V in RdDM, suggesting that
they are redundant or that they are non-essential for the function of Pol
IV and Pol V in RdDM [33-35].
Protein Factors Required forPol IV and Pol V Function
In eukaryotes, Pol II requires transcription factors for its activity. Like
Pol II, Pol IV and Pol V also require protein partners. Pol II has been
shown to assist the recruitment of Pol IV and Pol V to chromatin at some
loci presumably through its transcription activity [40]. CLSY1, a
putative chromatin-remodeling factor, is required for the production of
24 nt ra-siRNAs and the spreading of transcriptional gene silencing
(TGS) signals [41]. In clsy1, NRPD1 becomes diffused localization
pattern in nucleoplasm from the discrete loci that are shown in wild-type
plants. This result suggests that CLSY1 is required for proper Pol IV
localization [41]. The recruitment of Pol IV to chromatin requires
SAWADEE HOMEODOMAIN HOMOLOGUE 1 (SHH1), which
interacts with Pol IV and binds to H3K9me and unmethylated H3K4
through its unique tandem Tudor-like fold [42-45].
SUPPRESSOR OF TY INSERTION5-LIKE (SPT5L, also known as
KTF1), a homolog of the yeast transcription elongation factor Spt5, was
identified as a potential transcription factor associated with NRPE1 [35,
46, 47]. The chromatin association of Pol V is independent of SPT5L
[48]. However, SPT5L requires Pol V for its proper chromatin
association at RdDM target loci,demonstraing that SPT5L acts
downstream of Pol V, which is consistent with the transcription
elongation function of its yeast homolog [48]. Besides SPT5L, a
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homolog of yeast transcription factor IWR1 termed RDM4/DMS4 is
shown to affect the accumulation of 24 nt siRNAs [49, 50]. rdm4/dms4
loss-of-function mutants show significant reduction in Pol V-dependent
transcripts, suggesting that Pol V requires the assistance of RDM4/
DMS4 for its proper function [49, 50]. Consistently, RDM4/DMS4
physically interacts with NRPE1, which further supports the role of
RDM4/DMS4 in POL V transcription [49]. The activity of Pol V also
requires a DDR complex composed of DEFECTIVE IN RNA-
DIRECTED DNA METHYLATION 1 (DRD1), a putative chromatin-
remodeling factor with SNF2 domain, DEFECTIVE IN MERISTEM
SILENCING 3 (DMS3), a protein with a domain that is similar to the
hinge region of structural maintenance of chromosome proteins (SMC),
and RDM1, a plant specific small protein [51-53]. The DDR complex is
required for the recruitment of Pol V to chromatin and therefore the
production of Pol V-dependent transcripts [52, 53]. In addition, RDM1
also serves as a linker between AGO4 and DRM2 [52, 53]. Three
members of the SU(VAR)3-9 histone methyltransferase family, SUVH2,
SUVH9 and SUVR2, can bind methylated DNA through their SET and
RING-associated domain, and, therefore, facilitate the Pol V-chromatin
interaction at some loci with existed DNA methylation [54-57].
RNA-dependent RNA Polymerases involved in RdDM
RNA-dependent RNA Polymerase (RDR) can use ssRNA molecule as a
template to synthesize dsRNA [58, 59]. These proteins have been
identified in plants, fungi, C. elegans, but not in mice or human.
Eukaryotic RDRs can be classified into three major types: RDRα, RDRβ,
and RDRγ. RDRα exists in both plants and lower animals [58, 59]. RDRβ
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is specific in lower animals, while RDRγ is specific in plants. There are
six RDRs in Arabidopsis, RDR1-6 [58, 59]. Among six RDRs, RDR1, 2,
and 6 share the C-terminal canonical catalytic DLDGD motif of
eukaryotic RDRs [58, 59]. Initially, the three RDRs were thought to be
involved in plant anti-virus mechanism, such as posttranscriptional gene
silencing (PTGS). However, they have evolved unique biological
functions. RDR2 is the only one participating in 24 nt siRNA-mediated
DNA methylation [19]. In the null rdr2 mutants, miRNA and ta-siRNA
production is unaffected, suggesting that RDR2 functions specifically in
RdDM pathway [60]. Consistent with the loss of ra-siRNAs production,
DNA methylation levels in rdr2 mutants are reduced significantly [19].
RDR2 co-localizes with NRPE1, DCL3, and AGO4 at discrete spots
called Cajal bodies, the conserved sites for the maturation of
ribonucleoprotein complexesin nucleolus, suggesting the presence of the
nucleolar processing center for ra-siRNA production [61, 62]. The facts
that 98.5% of Pol IV-dependent siRNAs are lost in rdr2 mutant and that
Pol IV and RDR2 are physically associated in vivo suggest that RDR2
may function together with Pol IV to synthesize dsRNAs [43].
Consistent with this notion, in vitro biochemical studies show that
RDR2’s Polymerase activity depends on Pol IV [63]. In the absence of
Pol IV, RDR2 dose not synthesize RNA fragments using DNA-RNA
bipartite templates [63].
Two biochemical activities of RDR2 have been proposed based on the
studies of a Neurospora RDR gene termed QUELLING DEFECTIVE1
(QDE1), which acts in RNA silencing and DNA repair pathways [63].
QDE1 has at least two activities. It can synthesize a serious
discontinuous RNA along the template RNA without primers [64]. It can
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also use the free 3’ terminal of a RNA template as a primer to synthesize
full-length complementary RNA [64]. According to the dual activities of
QDE1, RDR2 may move together with Pol IV along DNA and synthesize
a series of discontinuous second strands from the internal of Pol IV-
dependent transcripts before the termination of Pol IV transcription,
which is analogous to lagging-strand Okazaki fragment generated during
DNA duplication [63]. Alternatively, RDR2 may use complete
transcripts of Pol IV as templates to generate the full-length fragment
[63].
The ARGONAUTE (AGO) Proteins Involved in RdDM
ARGONAUTE (AGO) proteins are the effector proteins in small RNA-
induced gene silencing pathways [65]. AGO usually contains four major
domains: N-terminal domain, PAZ, MID and PIWI domains. The PAZ
domain binds to the 3’ end of small RNA and the MID domain binds to
the 5’ end of small RNA [65]. The PIWI domain shows similarity to
ribonuclease-H enzyme with conserved Asp-Asp-Asp/Glu/His/Lys motif
and is responsible for the cleavage of target mRNAs. However, not all
AGOs have such slicer activities [65].
There are ten AGO proteins (AGO1-AGO10) in Arabidopsis. Among of
them,AGO4, AGO6 and AGO9 act in RdDM [65, 66]. The function of
AGO4 in RdDM has been extensively studied. AGO4 binds RdDM loci
and plays essential role in DNA methylation and ra-siRNA
amplification, which is independent of its slicer activity [24, 67]. AGO4
co-localizes either with NRPE1 in Cajal bodies, which are dynamic
compartments for siRNA processing, or with NRPE1, NRPE2 and DRM2
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at a separate discrete nuclear body termed as the AGO4-NRPE1 (AB)
body, which is a potential active site for RdDM [62]. Further studies
show that AGO4 physically interacts with NRPE1, the largest subunit of
Pol V, through the GW/WG repeats in the CTD region of NRPE1 [23].
AGO4 associates with the Pol V-dependent transcripts through base
pairing between ra-siRNAs and Pol V-dependent transcripts. In nrpe1,
the AGO4-chromatin association is disrupted, suggesting that the Pol V-
AGO4 interaction and the association of AGO4-siRNA with Pol V-
dependent transcripts may recruit AGO4 to the RdDM loci [24]. The
recruitment of AGO4 to Pol V-dependent transcripts needs the assistance
from SPT5L/KTF1, which interacts with AGO4 through its GW/WG
repeats motif [46, 48]. SPT5L also bind POL V-dependent transcripts,
indicating that SPT5L may function as an adaptor for AGO4 and POL V-
dependent transcripts [48].
RdDM was thought to be solely nuclear process because both biogenesis
and functioning of ra-siRNAs take place in nucleus. However, a recent
study shows that the levels of individual 24 nt ra-siRNAs is ~ ten times
higher in cytoplasm than those in in the nucleus [67]. The majority of
cytoplasmic ra-siRNAs exist as a duplex form, while 24 nt siRNAs in
nucleus are single-stranded [67]. Furthermore, a small fraction of AGO4
associates with only single-stranded cytoplasmic 24 nt siRNAsin the
cytoplasm [67]. These results reveal that the loading of siRNAs into
AGO4 may occur in cytoplasm and the AGO4-siRNA complexesmay
need to be imported into nucleus for their functions [67].
The SGS3-LIKE Proteins Involved in RdDM
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RdDM also requires INVOLVED INDE NOVO 2 (IDN2, also called
RDM12), FACTOR1 of DNA METHYLATION 1 (FDM1; also called
IDN2 PARALOG 1; IDP1 or IDN2-LIKE 2; IDL1), FDM2 (IDP2, IDL2),
FDM3, FDM4 and FDM5 [68-73]. These proteins are members of plant
specific SGS3-LIKE protein. SGS3, the founding member, is a key
player in transgene-induced post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS)
[74]. IDN2 interacts with the XH domain of either FDM1 or FDM2 to
form a tetramer containing 2 copies of each protein, which is required
for RdDM [68, 70, 73]. Both IDN2 and FDM1 bind dsRNAs with 5’
overhangs, a structure resembling dsRNAs formed by base-pairing
between siRNAs and Pol V-transcripts in vitro (Fig. 2) [69, 70]. In
addition, FDM1 can bind unmethylated but not methylated DNA through
its coil-coil domain, which is independent ofits RNA binding ability
(Fig. 21) [70]. These results suggest that the IDN2-FDM1/FDM2
complex may be recruited to the chromatin by the ra-siRNA-Pol V
transcript duplex, and then bind the unmethylated DNA to initiate but
not reinforce DNA methylation (Fig. 2) [69, 70]. Consistent with this
hypothesis, RNA can mediate the AGO4-FDM1 interaction and IDN2
binds Pol V-transcript in a siRNA- and AGO4-dependent manner, which
is required for the association of DRM2 with Pol V-dependent
transcripts and de novo DNA methylation [70, 75]. IDN2 also interacts
with the SWI/SNF chromatin-remodeling complex, which alters the
nucleosome position and facilitates RdDM [76]. Although the function
of FDM3-5 in RdDM has been indicated, their functional mechanisms
remain to be identified.
METHYLTRANSFERASES INVOLVED IN DE NOVO
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METHYLATION BY RDDM
Three methyltransferases have been identified that are involved in plant
DNA methylation: DRM2, DNA METHYLTRANSFERASE 1 (MET1),
and CHROMOMETHYLASE 3 (CMT3) [12-14, 77]. MET1 is the plant
homolog of DNMT1, which is the methyltransferase responsible for
maintaining DNA methylation patterns during cell division in mammals
[12]. DRM2 also has a mammalian homolog termed DNMT3, the de
novo methyltransferase setting up DNA methylation patterns in the early
stage of development [77]. However, CMT3 is a plant specific
methyltransferase without any mammalian homolog [13, 14]. DRM2,
MET1 and CMT3 have different functions in the establishment and
maintenance of DNA methylation during cell division [12-14, 77]. The
establishment of DNA methylation is mainly catalyzed by DRM2 via de
novo methylation [77]. DRM proteins form a homodimer for their
catalytic activity [6]. In addition, DRM2 associates with the AGO4-ra-
siRNA complex and shows biased methylation on the template DNA
strand for Pol V [6]. This result suggests that the recruitment of DRM2
to target loci involves AGO4-ra-siRNA and base-pairing between
siRNAs and Pol V-dependent transcripts [6]. DRM2, MET1, and CMT3
all participate in DNA methylation maintenance. However they act in
different sequence contexts:CG methylation by MET1, CHG methylation
by CMT3, and CHH methylation by DRM2 [12-14, 77].
The Role of Histone Modification and Chromatin Structure in
RdDM
Histon H3 Lys 9 (H3K9) methylation, which overlaps with most of
RdDM target [78], has been shown to play critical roles in the
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reinforcement of DNA methylation. Lack of KRYPTONITE (SUV4),
SUV5 and SUV6, the methyltransferase specific to H3K9, reduces the
methylation at CHG site [79-81]. These Histone methyltransferases and
CMT3 bind methylated DNA and methylated H3K9, respectively, and
thus form a self-reinforcing loop for both H3K9 methylation and DNA
methylation [54, 79]. In addition, the Jumonji C-type histone
demethylases JUMONJI 14 (JMJ14) LYSINE-SPECIFIC HISTONE
DEMETHYLASE 1 (LDL1) and LDL2, which remove H3K4
methylation, UBIQUITIN-SPECIFIC PROTEASE 26 (UBP26), which is
responsible for deubiquitylation of Histone H2,and HISTONE
DEACETYLASE 6 (HDA6) are also required for RdDM, suggesting that
the elimination of active markers of histone is an essential step in RdDM
[82-87]. Furthermore, loss-of-function mutations in two microrchidia
(MORC)-type ATPases, MORC2 and MORC6, which may be required
for higher-order chromatin condensation, cause moderate loss of DNA
methylation, revealing that the chromatin condensation may have roles
in the reinforcement of DNA methylation [88, 89].
NON-CANONICAL RdDM MECHANISMS
In plants, DNA methylation can also be induced by non-canonical RdDM
mechanisms, such as microRNA (miRNA)-, ta-siRNA- and 21 nt siRNA-
induced DNA methylation. These processes often need the protein
factors that are involved in PTGS besides some components essential for
canonical RdDM.
In Arabidopsis, RDR6, a homolog of RDR2, has been shown to convert
some RNAs produced by Pol II to dsRNAs, which can be processed by
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DCL2 or DCL4 into 21 or 22 nt siRNAs. These siRNAs often associate
with AGO1 to direct target cleavage, and thus silence gene expression at
post-transcriptional levels. A recent study shows that some RDR6-
depedent siRNAs can initiate de novo DNA methylation at some
transposon loci where the siRNAs are originated [90]. This process
depends on AGO2, Pol-V transcripts and DRM2 [90]. The resulting DNA
methylation triggers the production of 24 nt siRNAs to initiate the
canonical RdDM pathway, which reinforces DNA methylation at the
target transposon loci [90]. A research studying de novo silencing of a
newly integrated retrotransposon shows that RDR6-dependent dsRNAs
can be processed to 24 nt ra-siRNAs to trigger canonical RdDM when
their levels are saturated for DCL2 and DCL4 [91]. This result indicates
the variations of RDR6-dependent RdDM in plants. In addition, analyses
of NERD, which is a GW repeat- and PHD finger-containing protein and
binds Histone H3 and AGO2, reveal the presence of additional RdDM
pathway [92]. The NERD-dependent RdDM requires Pol IV, Pol V, 21 nt
siRNAs, AGO2, RDR6, and several proteins required for RDR6 pathway
including SGS3, SILENCING DEFECTIVE 3 (SDE3; a RNA helicase)
and SDE5 (a putative mRNA export factor) [92, 93]. NERD-dependent
and RDR6-dependent RdDM may have overlapped mechanism since
many protein factors function in both pathways.
microRNAs (miRNAs) are another class of riboregulator that represses
gene expression. After processed by DCL1 from Pol II-dependent stem-
loop transcripts (pri-miRNAs), most miRNAs bind AGO1 to direct
cleavage and/or translational inhibition of target mRNAs. In rice, some
pri-miRNAs can be processed by DCL3 to produce 24 nt miRNAs [94].
Unlike DCL1-dependent 24 nt miRNAs, these DCL3-dependent miRNAs
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are sorted into AGO4 to trigger DNA methylation at miRNA encoding
loci or target loci likely using a canonical RdDM mechanism [94]. In the
moss Physcomitrella patens, the ratio between miRNAs and their targets
activates the miRNA-triggered DNA methylation. Ta-siRNA is a class of
siRNA that triggers the degradation of target RNA. Ta-siRNAs are
processed by DCL4 from dsRNAs, which are converted by RDR6 from
miRNA-cleavage products [95]. However, some RDR6-dependent
dsRNAs can be processed by DCL1 to produce siRNAs, which are loaded
into AGO4 or AGO6 to trigger DNA methylation using canonical RdDM
mechanism [95].
Prospective
Although studies have established the framework of RdDM, many
questions need to be addressed. Pol IV is thought to transcribe ssRNA
from DNA templates. However, the in vivo products of Pol IV remain to
be identified. Pol IV and Pol V are similar to Pol II. Additional questions
include how Pol IV and Pol V-dependent transcriptions are initiated and
whether the Pol IV and Pol V activities are subjected to regulation. The
recruitment of Pol IV to RdDM loci still needs additional factors since
SHH1 only is responsible for a subset of DNA loci [44]. In addition, how
the RdDM target loci are distinguished from non-RdDM DNA loci to
initiate siRNA production is not clear yet. Although some proteins are
required for RdDM, their functional roles remain to be defined. The
recruitment of Pol IV and Pol V appears to require the existence of
histone marker. How these histone markers are established needs further
investigation. Although Pol II has roles in the recruitment of Pol IV and
Pol V to chromatin, its functional mechanism is not known yet. In
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maize, the reduction of RdDM causes pleotropic development defects
[1]. This is different with the observation in Arabidopsis, suggesting that
RdDM functions maybe varied in different plant species and need to be
further explored. The involvement of RdDM in plant adaption to
environmental alterations as wellas abiotic stresses has been identified
[1]. Further studies need to elucidate how RdDM is controlled in
response to abiotic and biotic stimuli and whether the resulting
alteration of DNA methylation can be inherited subsequently to benefit
the progeny.
View larger version
Fig. (1). The framework of canonical RNA-induced DNA
methylation. With the assistance of SHH1, Pol IV is
recruited to chromatin to generate single-stranded RNAs.
RDR2 then converts ssRNAs to dsRNAs, which are processed into 24 nt ra-
siRNAs by DCL3. The optimal activities of RDR2 and Pol IV require CLSY. After
assembly in the cytoplasm, AGO4-ra-siRNA complexes are imported into nucleus,
recruited to chromatin through AGO4-Pol V interaction and base pairing between
ra-siRNAs and transcripts of Pol V. The DDR complex composed of RDM1,
DMS3 and DRD1 is required for the Pol V-chromatin interaction and the activity of
Pol V. AGO4-rasiRNA complex and base-pairing between ra-siRNA and
transcripts of Pol V may recruit DRM2 to methylate DNA, which requires SPTL5
and the IDN2-FDM1 complex.
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View larger version
Fig. (2). Proposed functional model for the
IDN-FDM1 complex. The IND2 and FDM1
proteins form a tetramer containing 2 copies of
each protein. The IDN2-FDM1 interaction is mediated by their XH domains. The
IDN2-FDM1 complex binds dsRNAs formed by base pairing between ra-siRNAs
and Pol V-dependent transcripts through their XS domains. FDM1 can bind
unmethylated DNA through its coil-coil domain, which may facilitate DRM2 to
recognize target loci.
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Fig. (1).
The framework of canonical RNA-induced DNA methylation. With the assistance
of SHH1, Pol IV is recruited to chromatin to generate single-stranded RNAs.
RDR2 then converts ssRNAs to dsRNAs, which are processed into 24 nt ra-
siRNAs by DCL3. The optimal activities of RDR2 and Pol IV require CLSY. After
assembly in the cytoplasm, AGO4-ra-siRNA complexes are imported into
nucleus, recruited to chromatin through AGO4-Pol V interaction and base pairing
between ra-siRNAs and transcripts of Pol V. The DDR complex composed of
RDM1, DMS3 and DRD1 is required for the Pol V-chromatin interaction and the
activity of Pol V. AGO4-rasiRNA complex and base-pairing between ra-siRNA
and transcripts of Pol V may recruit DRM2 to methylate DNA, which requires
SPTL5 and the IDN2-FDM1 complex.
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Fig. (2).
Proposed functional model for the IDN-FDM1 complex. The IND2 and FDM1
proteins form a tetramer containing 2 copies of each protein. The IDN2-FDM1
interaction is mediated by their XH domains. The IDN2-FDM1 complex binds
dsRNAs formed by base pairing between ra-siRNAs and Pol V-dependent
transcripts through their XS domains. FDM1 can bind unmethylated DNA through
its coil-coil domain, which may facilitate DRM2 to recognize target loci.
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